• WGSS 1010 Gender and Sexuality in College
  (GE Block E, IHE, cl, d)
• WGSS 2000 Introduction to WGSS
  (GE Block D, d)
• WGSS 2030 Gender and Race in the US
  (GE Block d, re)
• WGSS 3050 Black Feminism and Womanism
  (Block C, re)
• WGSS 3200 Disability Studies
  (Block D,d)
• WGSS 3400 LGBT Political History
  (Block D, d, cl)
• WGSS 3650 LGBTQ Cultural Production
  (Block C, d)
• WGSS 3665 Gender and Sexuality in Sci Fi
  ( Block C, d)
• WGSS 3715 Rethinking the 'Welfare Queen':
  Race, Gender, and Poverty in the US
  (Block D, cl, re)
• WGSS 3860 Gender in Science
  (Block B)
• WGSS 4000 Knowledge, Power, and Research
  Justice in WGSS
• WGSS 4050 Queer Theory